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Right in the
middle of the
triangle making
up the towns
of Carpentras,
Orange and
Vaison-La-Romaine
is the village
of Gigondas.
Once known as
« Jucunditas »
which in Latin
means joy and
jubilation. A village
therefore whose
destiny was to
cultivate vines
and make wine
and hence led to
the development
of authentic
winemaking
traditions for the
following two
thousand years.
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GIGONDAS,
ITS HISTORY
A history related to winegrowing

1929

Creation of the
Syndicat des Vignerons de Gigondas

Gigondas, a strategic land, well protected, and close to the
axes of communication of the Ouveze and Rhone rivers, was
significantly developed in Roman times.
Julius Caesar placed a colony of veterans of the Second
Legion here in the 1st century BC. One of them was sufficiently
humoured to name the place “Jucunditas”, “The happy place”,
which became Gigondas. Orange was founded at the same
time. At this time, the veterans created the first wine estates
and planted olive trees. The soils were shared between the
settlers in hundreds of parcels of 707 metres wide of hillside.
Today, the cadastre still bears these parcels. The Roman period
profoundly dynamised all aspects of rural life, much of which
remains in its current configuration.

1937

Integration into the Syndicat Général
des Côtes du Rhône

1956

Terrible frosts kill all the olive trees,
replaced by vines. Creation of the
Gigondas co-operative winery

1966

Gigondas becomes
« Côtes du Rhône Villages »

Founded in 611, the monastery of Prebayon was destroyed
by a great flood in 962. The Sisters subsequently established
themselves at St André-des-Ramières on the banks of the
River Ouveze. In Medieval times, they built the chapel of St
Cosme (12th century), a poignant witness to Romanesque
architecture, pure and balanced, as well as the ramparts, still
in place today.

1971

Decree of naming Gigondas
as an AOC appellation

1972

Opening of the Caveau du Gigondas

But it was in the 19th century that Gigondas began to impose
itself as a formally recognized terroir of quality. Son of the
village, Eugene Raspail (politician, intellectual, lawyer, traveller
and independent vigneron) for the first time characterized the
geological identity of Gigondas and the quality of its wines
followed. He was the first Gigondas wine grower to recognize
the immense potential of the vineyard. Writing in around
1860, he announced that “Gigondas enjoys the privilege of
producing distinctive wines appreciated by the trade and will
be even more so upon their growing reputation being more
widespread”.

1992

New embossed bottle

2002

Gigondas joins Inter Rhône

His direct descendant Francois Ay helped Gigondas
achieve Appellation status in 1971; history is full of circles.
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The Hospices

Originally a religious sanctuary, this 17th-century building
became a school a century later until lack of maintenance
turned it into a makeshift shelter for poor, homeless people.
Subsequently in a state of decay, it belonged to the welfare
authorities until recently.
In 1982, the village council and winegrowers’ organisation
decided to refurbish the Hospices, giving them their current
appearance. The meeting rooms are now used for cultural
events, musical performances and exhibitions.

The parish church

In the 11th century, a princess from Orange made a donation
to provide the village with a small church within its walls. In the
13th century, it was extended. During the Wars of Religion,
the Baron of Les Adrets’ artillery wrought damage on it (1563).
In the middle of the 18th century, the church was closed due
to dangerous structural cracks that had appeared. Rebuilding
and restoration work ended in 1759.

Les Hospices
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Saint-Côme chapel

The present-day Saint-Côme chapel dates from the 11th
century or turn of the 12th century. Previous vestiges, whose
foundations can still be seen, may date back to the 6th or 7th
century. The former chapel, probably Early Christian, was the
primitive parish church of Gigondas, before the ramparts were
built and the princess of Orange made a donation to have a
church built inside the ramparts.

The Saracen Tower

The tower apparently dates back to the 9th century, making
it later than the invasion of the South of France by the Arabs
which took place in the 8th century. The name Saracen was not
only given to Arabs – the Spanish Christians fleeing the Islamic
conquest at the time of Charlemagne, and subsequently
Christians leaving for the crusades, were also referred to as
Saracens. Its spectacular viewpoint and relative distance away
from houses suggest that it was a watch tower from which
invasions coming from the sea or the river could be observed.

The thermal springs

From the end of the 18th century, the healing properties of
the mineral water of Montmirail, reputed to be rich in sulphur,
calcium sulphate, magnesium and sodium, were recognised.
The baths of Montmirail, located to the far south of Gigondas,
experienced their hour of glory from the Second Empire to the
Second World War. Famous spa patrons who frequented the
springs include Frédéric Mistral, Sarah Bernard and the Count
of Artois. In 1875, huge facilities were built, but by 1939, the
spa industry was no longer popular and the building became
derelict.

La chapelle Saint Côme

La tour Sarrazine
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THE PRESENT-DAY
APPELLATION

Gigondas
in figures

1%

99%
1217 ha

Area under vine
2020

rosé

rouge

Wines

220

36 281 hl

Winegrowers

Production
2020

32%
30,24 hl/ha

Export is the biggest
market
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Yield
2020
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GIGONDAS,
THE PRESENT-DAY
APPELLATION
A stunning setting

The Dentelles de Montmirail (from the Latin mons mirabilis,
‘extraordinary mountain’) is a small, jagged mountain chain
that forms a natural amphitheatre around the sandstone village
of Gigondas and its surrounding vineyards. Roman legionaries
chose this beautiful, protected site to plant their grapevines,
and later medieval nobles built a castle perched above it on
a rocky outcrop. For today’s residents, a restored medieval
hospice on the castle site welcomes artistic exhibitions.

A cultural and sporting wine region

Although winemaking has been the heart and soul of
Gigondas since the 20th century, fundamentally shaping its
appearance, the captivating natural beauty of the site equally
attracts visitors interested in other activities. The Dentelles de
Montmirail are an ideal spot for mountaineering, and a number
of sporting events have been organized here since the 1980s
and 1990s, including the Traversée des Dentelles (‘Crossing of
the Dentelles’) trail runs, launched in 1987. The mountains of
Gigondas offer a myriad of paths for walking, hiking, mountain
biking or rock climbing.
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GIGONDAS,
ITS TERROIR

Unique geological features

Gigondas’ 1,230 hectares of vineyards are entirely located
in Gigondas itself, in the south-eastern part of the significant
Côtes du Rhône wine region in Vaucluse.
The Dentelles de Montmirail ridge to the East, the river Ouvèze to the West, the Trignon mountain stream to the North
and the hills extending outwards from the Dentelles to the
South form its natural boundaries.
Rising from the sea 200 million years ago, the Dentelles de
Montmirail whose highest peak – the Rocher du Turc – stands
630 m high, create a landscape that has primarily been shaped
by geology.
They stem from a major accumulation of sediment (9,000 m of
Jurassic and Cretaceous limestone and marl, along with Tertiary sand and sandstone) disrupted by several significant tectonic phases. Located along the major fault line known as the
‘Nîmes’ fault, the Dentelles mountain range emerged from the
middle of the Tertiary period onwards, concurrently with the
formation of the Pyrenees in the beginning, and subsequently
the Alpine thrust towards the end.
This unique geology – a fusion and combination of
phenomena occurring during the Secondary, Tertiary and
Quaternary periods – is extremely rare in the Rhone Valley. The
resultant substrates form structured and unique vineyard sites
or terroirs conducive to crafting wines of great complexity.
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Varied vineyard sites

Gigondas boasts myriad soil types. Extensive alluvial
formations of Quaternary origin, either stony or bearing
clay-sand soils, stretch as far as the foothills of the Dentelles
de Montmirail mountain range. Their permeability restricts
erosion caused by runoff water and enables vineyards to dry
quickly.
On hillsides, terraced vineyards on marly soils covered with
limestone scree offer magnificent scenery for walkers. From
a wine growing perspective, this fusion of marly subsoils and
surface scree allows rainwater to soak into the ground more
efficiently. This lay-out also helps to release energy from the
sun stored by day overnight, prolonging plant activity. All
these clay-rich substrates are the hallmark of vineyard sites for
fine wines. Clay plays a pivotal role due to its ability to retain
water and restore it to the vine during the growing season,
whilst at the same time distributing the mineral elements it
contains in plentiful supplies to the rootlets.

A cool microclimate

The climate is southern with Provençal influence and is
marked by stark contrasts, subjected to the heat of the
summer and the strong winds of the Mistral.
Both warm and dry, it clocks up nearly 2,800 hours of sunshine
annually. The turbulent geological past of the Dentelles de
Montmirail, in the heart of the appellation area, has led to
very wide range of aspects and acts as the main vehicle for
an extremely propitious microclimate.
With their steep landforms rising from the plain, the
Dentelles cause breezes to rise and fall, mitigating peaks in
temperature. For most vines, the West/North-West aspect
provides perfect airflows, wards off the excessive heat of the
summer and imbues Gigondas wines with smoothness and
acidity that give them excellent ageability.
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THE MAJOR
TYPES OF
SOILS
Quartenary period terrace created by the Ouvèze river
In the western part of the Gigondas terroir, large stretches of
alluvium comprised of gravel and clay were deposited in the
form of terraces, 500,000 years ago, by a powerful subalpine
river, the Ouvèze.
Subsequently, dramatic changes in climate transformed these
deposits, causing calcareous sediment to dissolve (climatic
weathering) and iron contained in the clay to become
oxidised.
Wind and sunshine caress the area generously.
Thanks to the soil’s loose structure, the roots of the vines are
able to explore freely and discover the water and clay reserves
withheld by the marl. This clay provides a valuable source of
elements which are essential to the development of the plant,
the fruit and the wine’s aromas.

The Font des Papes alluvial fan
The Font des Papes, a stream which rises in the upper reaches
of the Dentelles de Montmirail, has helped create a very low
alluvial fan to the West of the village formed of fairly jagged
limestone debris, marl and sand. The sandy fraction is often
higher than the clay.
This promotes the presence of loose soil enabling vines to
yield fleshy, supple wines.
A remarkable West-facing aspect along with the beneficial
effects of the Mistral combine to make this alluvial fan a
delicate, appealing site for vines.
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Sand and ‘safres’
‘Safres’ are compact yet fragile materials: erosion transforms
them into sand which covers the hillsides, West of the Dentelles
de Montmirail mountains.
The vine’s roots can easily explore sand and the cracks within
the ‘safres’ where they meet layers of marly soils that deliver
the water and natural elements used to nourish plant material
and fruit and synthesize certain aromas.
In Gigondas, ‘safres’ promote the development of red fruit
aromas and essential bay and thyme oils coupled with grey
and pink peppercorn.
Cretaceous marl and limestone
Gargasian marl is located in the Romane valley, a vast basin
situated at an elevation of 400m within the landform which
rings the Dentelles de Montmirail mountain range towards the
West.
The rocks are compact, bedded and rich in trace elements.
The vine spreads out its roots in the first decimetres of loosened
marl then down through the cracks where they find water and
metallic elements.
This type of soil promotes expression of terebinth aromas,
pine and ripe black fruits.
Limestone scree from the mountains

Vines are planted on a harmonious mixture of limestone and
grey marl fragments - the bedrock is very close to the ground.
Limestone fragments bring warmth and permeability whilst
marl contains water and the natural elements essential for
vines, grapes and aromas to develop.
The sun and wind, as well as cool nights, contribute to the
remarkable qualities of these vineyard sites in the heart of the
AOC Gigondas wine region.
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GIGONDAS,
ITS WINES

Striving for quality

The official specifications issued by the AOC Gigondas
syndicate ensure that the quality of Gigondas wines is always
upheld. These specifications regarding vineyard management,
harvest, vinification and wine ageing have to be followed in
order for the Appellation d’Origine Contrôlée Gigondas label
to be used, and checks are carried out by an independent
body to ensure that the rules are respected. Centrally
located in the commune of Gigondas, Philis laboratory plays
an active role in maintaining quality at the various stages of
viticulture and vinification, as well as being a valuable source
of information, training and oenological analysis for the wine
growers of Gigondas.

The coat-of-arms bottle

The unique Gigondas “coat-of-arms” bottle is another element
that serves to uphold the quality of the wines. The coat-ofarms in question is a direct reference to the village’s history,
featuring a 15th century écu (coin), the hunting horn of the
family of Orange, and olive branches. The bottle’s technical
specifications make it ideal for the preservation and ageing of
wine.
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Grenache, king of grapes

King of southern Rhône Valley grapes, Grenache Noir reveals
itself here in all its splendour. With the morning sunlight limited
by the Dentelles de Montmirail, this grape’s ripening period is
considerably lengthened, which works in its favour (Grenache
needs time to express itself fully).

Other grape varieties

Used to a lesser extent, Syrah boosts the garnet hue and brings
a certain aromatic intensity.
Mourvèdre enhances the spicy, aromatic complexity typical of
Gigondas wines, and is well-suited to ageing in oak. Cinsault,
Clairette and a few Terret Noir, Counoise and Picardan vines
are also found here.

Vinification

The maximum permitted yield of the Gigondas appellation
(36 hl/ha) is one of the lowest in France. This, combined
with noble grape varieties such as Grenache Noir, Syrah and
Mourvèdre, gives the wines of Gigondas their highly nuanced,
complex range. Each producer carefully crafts their wine in
their own way, vinifying grape varieties separately or together,
partially or totally destemmed, with maceration periods of 2
to 4 weeks, depending on the vintage and the choice of the
individual grower.

Ageing

Gigondas wines are aged partly in stainless steel, to preserve
the fruit profile, and partly in wooden vats and oak barrels to
finesse the tannins. After many months the wine is bottled,
once it has become well-balanced, generous and round.
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ITS WINES

Gigondas rosé

The amount of rosé wine made in the Gigondas appellation is
very small (less than 1%) but its generosity on the palate means
that it is certainly attention-worthy. The robe is intense pink
with purplish-blue hints, and the highly expressive nose has
notes of almond and red fruit jam. Heady, generous and wellbalanced, AOC Gigondas rosé can be enjoyed as apéritif or
throughout a meal.

Personally,
I feel relaxed
when I open
a Gigondas
wine

Tasting notes

Red Gigondas wine has a shimmering robe that can range
from ruby to dark garnet. On the nose it displays aromas of
red fruit (sweet cherry, crushed strawberry) and very ripe
black fruit (blackberry, blackcurrant, blueberry) when young.
As it ages, it can develop notes of forest floor and truffle. On
the palate, red Gigondas is full-bodied and mouth-filling. The
highly complex terroir on which it is grown gives this grape
a wide range of aromatic expression, from fruit (prune, fig) to
spice (white pepper, garrigue herbs, thyme, liquorice).

Alain Passard

A wine that ages well

Gigondas wines can age very successfully, acquiring depth
and complexity. Left to age slowly in the cellar, they can
become very fine mature wines. Their aptitude for ageing is
evident, along with their ability to show concentration, balance
and finesse. They boast deep colour, excellent structure and
length, and a rich bouquet of complex, spicy aromas.

Find our vintages on our website :

www.gigondas-vin.com/les-vins/un-vin-de-garde/
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GIGONDAS,
ITS TASTING
CELLAR

The Gigondas tasting room is the showcase for the
appellation’s wines. Situated in the heart of the village, it
welcomes visitors year-round to taste Gigondas wines made
by the appellation’s producers. Over 100 Gigondas wines are
available to taste, and are sold at cellar-door prices.
Visit our online shop by clicking here:
www.gigondas-vin.com/boutique

Caveau du Gigondas

9 Place Gabrielle Andéol
84190 Gigondas
Tél. 04 90 65 82 29
caveau@gigondas-vin.com
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ANNEXES

MAP OF GIGONDAS VINEYARD

MAP OF LIEUX-DITS AND TERROIRS

GEOLOGY MAP

GEOLOGY AND SOILS OF GIGONDAS (Georges Truc)
Geology and soils of
Gigondas

Dentelles Sarrasines

6 COLLUVIAL FAN : developed
by the small stream known as
“Font des Papes”

7 TERRACE OF OUVEZE RIVER
(rounded limestone cobbles)

windy and sunny plateau,
on the west of the village
the vine has a network root
which occupies freely loose
and sufficiently fertile sediments

fed by detritic materials
from the Dentelles, this low fan
consists of limestone fragments
slightly rounded, packed in
a sandy loam

Les Trois Yeux

Lower CRETACEOUS
gargasian blue
marls

Lower CRETACEOUS
(Barremian-Bedoulian)
thick platy limestones

Chapelle
Saint-Côme

F

F

valley of “la Romane”

roots : cf. 7

QUATERNARY : alluvial
terraces of the Ouveze river
(cobbles, pebbles, gravel, loam)

2

4

3

1
TYPICAL TERROIR
CALLED «VINALTUDE»

QUATERNARY : colluvial fan
feeded by
the reliefs of the Dentelles

7

2 CRETACEOUS
LIMESTONES
AND MARLS

6

1
Upper JURASSIC
“white limestones of Provence”

5
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Grande Montagne

limestone fragments,
sands, brown marls

ancient alluvial deposits
with cobbles, pebbles, gravel
sands and clays

lower CRETACEOUS
(Valanginian-Hauterivian)
limestones and marls
alternations

TERTIARY : Miocene
sands, sandstones and marly layers
called “safres” in the
Comtat venaissin area
(equivalent of the Swiss “molasse”)

Georges TRUC - œnogeologist © - 2011

5 “SAFRE” OF
THE HILLS
sunny slopes
looking at the plain
the root system explores
craks of the “safre”
and meets wet marly layers
(efficient water reserve)
yellow filter sands,
fine,warm

4 MARLS OF
GARGASIAN
located in the
Romane valley
the roots spread out
in the first decimetres
of loosened marls and
plunge along the cracks
where they find water
and chemical elements
bedded and compact
cation-rich blue marls

very low fertility,
altitude,
cool conditions
root system forced
by stoniness and
compactness of
limestones and marls
harmonious mixture
of limestone fragments
and marl ;
good water reserve
and high availability
of cations associated
with clays
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LINKS

Gigondas appellation website
www.gigondas-vin.com
Caveau du Gigondas
www.gigondas-vin.com/boutique
The Gigondas Office de Tourisme
www.ventouxprovence.fr/reportages/office-de-tourisme/
gigondas-tourisme.html

CONTACTS

Promotion & Communication
Tél : +33 (0)4 90 37 79 60
promotion@gigondas-vin.com
Organisme de Défense et de Gestion
Tél : +33 (0)4 90 65 85 53
syndicat@gigondas-vin.com
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GIGONDAS,
THE BOOK

Its wines,its land, its people
The Rhône valley appellation of Gigondas obtained “cru”
status forty years ago, but vines and winemaking have been
present here for many centuries. The picturesque village
of Gigondas sits in the foothills of the majestic peaks of the
Dentelles de Montmirail, surrounded by a unique geological
formation. These terroirs of extreme diversity, marked by the
omnipresence of limestone, have become its passport to
success. At the initiative of winemakers, John LivingstoneLearmonth, Georges Truc, Louis Barruol, Véronique Raisin
and Ilka Kramer have written a comprehensive work about the
AOC. Gigondas, its wines, its land, its people is the result of
three years’ work involving very different feathers.
This 500-page work tells the multi-faceted story of the
Gigondas appellation, taking the reader on a wine- and
geology-focused tour of the birthplace of these wines,
recounting their illustrious history and amusing anecdotes.
Some 50 vintages are tasted and noted by John LivingstoneLearmonth, 82 Gigondas wineries described and pictured,
with contributions from Kelly Mc Auliffe, Ned Goodwin,
Andrew Jefford, Kermit Lynch, Alain Passard, Josh Raynolds,
Alain Senderens, Lincoln Siliakus and Christophe Tassan.
We wanted an aesthetically pleasing book to read, a real
“coffee table” book for wine lovers, but also for people in love
with this so singular place illustrated by the famous Dentelles
de Montmirail.

Tastings over the past five decades
strongly indicate that Gigondas
is fresher, and therefore more
stimulating, to drink than the wines
from most other Southern Rhône
vineyards: just like the Roman
legionnaires found it, no doubt”
John Livingstone-Learmonth
“The wines of Gigondas have a
soul” Kelly Mc Auliffe
“Gigondas is unique”
Andrew Jefford
“Gigondas… It has always
occupied plenty of space in mine
(cellar), and it always will”
Josh Raynolds
“and for me, a dream came true. I
was proprietor… of one of the south’s
enchanted sites”
Kermit Lynch
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